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STOP INNOCENT AZERBAIJANI JOURNALIST FROM BEING CONVICTED!
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On 3 October 2006, at 3 p.m. Baku
local time, Grave
Crimes
Court Judge Azer
OrujovUBLIC
will hand down
the verdict in a
politically-motivated criminal drug case against revered Azerbaijani satirical journalist Sakit Zahidov. The local and
international community
has
one last chance
to expressand
its concern
about the
completely
groundless
case against
Zahidov, or
Charter on
Freedom
of Expression
Journalistic
Ethics
in Relation
to Respect
for Religion
prevent his conviction, and call for his release.
Belief

INNOCENT JOURNALIST FRAMED AND IMPRISONED!
The Institute on Religion and Public Policy has been working in close cooperation and interactive
with
religious
non-governmental
organizations,
diplomats
members
Zahidov haspartnership
been in police
custody
sincecommunities,
he was arrested
on 23 June 2006. He
was initially charged
withand
possession
of of
a the
media
to draft,
develop,
andit.advance
a Charter
on Freedom
Expression
and
Journalistic
Ethics in
large amount
of drugs
with intent
to resell
On the day
of Zahidov’s
arrest, 10of
grams
of heroine
was
found in Zahidov’s
pocket whileRelation
he was being
searched
the policeorstation.
to Respect
forinReligion
Belief.However, Zahidov has always maintained that the illegal
substance was planted on him by police and that he neither uses, nor deals drugs.

This draft charter was created by taking into account over 40 national journalistic ethics codes, more than

In a small break during the last
court hearing, the prosecution
300 professional journalist codes, and relevant documents articulating OSCE,
Council of Europe and UN
changed the drug dealing
charge against Zahidov to a drug
standards.
We
also
incorporated
suggestions
and
concerns
articulated
by
NGOs
and diplomats
in meetings
use charge, as they were
unable to provide
any evidence
we held
discuss the Charter.
that Zahidov
dealttodrugs.
However, there is also no
evidence to back up the drug
use charge.

The purpose of our Charter is to provide a framework and establish standards to evaluate ethical media
Police admitted
in courtinthat
an
urine
drug test given
to
behavior
matters
relating to religion or belief. The Charter takes into “express”
account the
paramount
principles
Zahidov on the
day
of
his
arrest
came
back
clean.
And
doctors
of freedom of expression and freedom of religion or belief and attempts to strike an appropriate balance
called to testify in court denied
ever performing a drug test on
that preserves both of these fundamental freedoms.
Zahidov. According to them,
statements they wrote in medical
documents that Zahidov was a
drug user, were based only
not only the media but all segments of society to use the assessments.
Charter to hold
the media
up to
subjective,We encourage
visual
Zahidov`s
lawyer
ethical
scrutiny
to religion
belief.
has said a blood
sample
takenwhen it depicts, reports or comments on matters relatingfrom
Zahidov, or
which
according to
the authorities showed traces
of illicit substances, was in fact
used to carry
out
an
HIV
test.
No universal set of principles, rules or standards in this critical area regarding the depiction of religion or
During his preliminary hearing, S. Zahidov vowed

belief by the media currently
exists.
such
principles
to continue
his Without
fight against
corruption
andand standards, there are no effective means
The prosecution has asked the
court to sentence Sakit Zahidov
Azerbaijan,or
even
from
prison. through cartoons, pictures or satire go over
to gauge whether newsinjustice
reports,incomments
other
depictions
to three years of imprisonment.
While this is a welcome change
and engender
discrimination or even violence targeting individuals
due to their
from the the
12lineyears
of
imprisonment
the association
prosecution with a
oritsbelief.
We believe
our Charter
provides
the absurd,
guidelines
toZahidov
make that
possible.
was initiallyreligion
seeking in
drug dealing
case against
Zahidov,
it remains
since
is NOT
a drug dealer, NOT a
drug user and certainly NOT a drug abuser.

The need for a Charter on Freedom of Expression and Journalistic Ethics in Relation to Respect for
Religion or
cannot be questioned.
The events
the last
years
and the
instances
where some
SEND APPEALS
TOBelief
AZERBAIJAN’S
AUTHORITIES
BYofOCT.
3, few
3 P.M.
BAKU
LOCAL
TIME!
religion is the target of hate speech, bias, stereotyping, misconceptions and misunderstanding in some
The international
community
unite
andbecome
put pressure
on Azerbaijan’s
government
and authorities
this and
country
by somemust
media
have
legion.
The time has
come to articulate
a settoofprevent
standards
innocent father
of
five
and
sufferer
of
chronic
heart
problems
from
wasting
away
in
prison
for
three
years
for
no
reason.
principles to guide the media in the area of religion or belief and to allow all segments of society to
determine whether those standards have been violated through unethical conduct.

We, the Committee to Defend the Rights of Imprisoned Satiric/Journalist Sakit Zahidov and the Institute for Reporter
Freedom and Safety, appeal to you. We ask that you write appeals to the presidential administration of Azerbaijan at
We hope thatbefore
our Charter
proves
totime,
be an
essential
and3),
definitive
document
in the
quest for
office@apparat.gov.az
3 p.m. Baku
local
tomorrow
(Oct.
and call for
Azerbaijan’s
leadership
to tolerance
encourageand
fairness
religions
by theverdict
media.in The
iscase,
endeavoring
to ensure
broad
use of
the country’s
judicial towards
system toall
hand
down aand
fair beliefs
and objective
SakitInstitute
Zahidov’s
so this innocent
man
can be
freed.
this Charter. We are taking actions to ensure that the Charter is extensively disseminated and the Charter
for Reporter Freedom and Safety
is published on our website:Institute
Address: 33 Khagani St., Baku Azerbaijan,
Tel: (+99 412) 418-03-34, E-mail: irfs.az@gmail.com
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